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LETTER

Origins of the domestic horse

In their recent article, Warmuth et al. (1) have misrepresented
our 2002 publication (Jansen et al.) (2) on horse origins. We had
in fact proposed the same scenario as they do now: an original
restricted area of horse domestication, and, as domesticated
horses spread, subsequent recruitment of local mares from
further wild horse populations into the domesticated herds.
In detail, Warmuth et al. wrote: “Did the spread of horse

domestication involve actual movement of herds (“demic
spread”), as appears to have been the case in most other
domestic animal species (3)? Or was it primarily the knowledge
of horse domestication techniques that spread, thus enabling
pastoralist societies throughout the steppes to domesticate
locally available wild stock? Whereas a demic spread of small
herds of domestic horses out of a single, geographically restricted
area has been put forward as one possible explanation for the
observed low Y chromosome diversity in modern horses (4), the
multiple-origins scenario is commonly invoked to account for
the large number of female lineages in the domestic horse gene
pool (2, 5, 6).” [Their reference 6 is Jansen et al. (2).]
We concluded in Jansen et al. (2): “Assuming our in-

terpretation of multiple genetic horse origins is correct, does it
follow that the technique of horse domestication was developed
independently by different human communities in different
places? From an archaeological and ethological point of view,
a single origin of the required human expertise cannot be ruled
out. Modern breeding of the wild Przewalski’s horse initially
encountered problems [. . .]. If [the domestic horse’s] wild

ancestors were similarly intractable, it is unlikely that the tech-
nique was mastered many times independently during prehistory
[. . .]. Furthermore, if domestication had arisen independently
multiple times, one would expect to find archaeological evidence
for domestication at very different times and places. This may
not be the case. Although there are claims for horse domesti-
cation as early as 4500 BC for Iberia and the Eurasian steppe,
the earliest undisputed evidence are chariot burials dating to
2000 BC [. . .] on the Ural steppe. Burial, textual, and or icono-
graphic evidence shows that by 1250 BC, chariots were wide-
spread from Greece to China. Such an expansion may suggest
a diffusion of the knowledge of horse breeding, and possibly
a concomitant spread of horses themselves, originally localized
both temporally and spacially. In this reading of the archaeo-
logical record, the knowledge and the initially domesticated
horses themselves would have spread, with local mares in-
corporated en route, forming our regional mtDNA clusters.”
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